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by KENNETH M. MACKENZIE

HEN referring to Gene Hessler's Comprehensive Cata-
log of U.S. Paper Money recently, I came across the il-
lustration of the one hundred thousand dollar gold

certificate with the portrait of President Woodrow Wilson. This,
as the author stated, was the highest denomination note ever
printed by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and was used
for transactions between Federal Reserve Banks. Being a col-
lector of Ottoman bank notes, it brought to my mind a World
War I bank note issued in August 1916 in the denomination
of fifty thousand Turkish lira. I thought a brief account of the
circumstances surrounding its issue and a general description
of it with an illustration might interest readers of this journal.

In 1875 the Ottoman government defaulted the charge on
its foreign debt of two hundred million pounds sterling. Six

years later the Sultan Abdul Hamid II issued a decree, known
by the name Muharrem (the name of the month in which it
was drafted), which established European control of part of
the Imperial revenues. It was named the Administration of the
Ottoman Public Debt (O.P.D.A.). The council was composed
of seven representatives of the bond holders from various coun-
tries, which, after the declaration of War on November 5, 1914,
was reduced to the German, Austrian and Turkish delegates
only, and decisions were made by them up to November 1918.

Large sums of money were borrowed by Turkey from its al-
lies because of the War. One contract was made with Germany
in April 1915, and another with Austria in May of the same
year, which secured for the Turkish Ministry of Finance of ad-
vances near to six-and-one-half million liras. These were the

Face. In prominent position at the top is the tughra of the Sultan Mehmed V (Reshad) with "el Ghazi" at the
right (this was a title of hOnor awarded to him for leadership in the war). "The Ottoman Empire with the date
19 August 1916 (Devlet - 1 Aliyye- 1 Osmaniye 6 Agustos 1332) is inscribed below it.

A central inscription in ornamental diwani script: Paper currency worth fifty thousand lira, cover for which
has been deposited in full payment pursuant to the law date. Deputy minister of Finance (KarWigi tainamen
tevdi edilmis ell bin liralik varaka - i nakdiyye. Maliye naziri vekili). Talat's signature does not appear.

The inscription at the bottom is: Value to paid in Gold (Bedile dersaadet'te altin olarek tavisye olunacaktir).
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Back. 'this cover for this issue of paper currency has been placed on deposit with the Ottoman Public Debt
Administration and the aforesaid administration promises to pay in gold in equal amounts over a five-year
period thus withdrawing this certificate entirely from circulation. This period will commence two years follow-
ing the conclusion of the accord in the name of the Administration Council of the Ottomon Public Debt, the

President (Fltiseyin Cahid's signature does not appear).
tertip euark-i nakili)Te'nin 	 Diiyun-i Ummunnyye Osmaniye blares'ine tevdi edilmi, chip kar,iligin her

sene	 bir kismi obnak itzere bu tertibin be; sene zarlinda Jointilen teihwithien 	 suretiyle altin olarek te'diyesine
tahsini 	 mit;ariinileyita taahiit eyle. Bu miitidet sulhun ailkinden iki sene sonra ibtidar. eilecektir. Duyun-i LImmunnyye
Osmaniyye-i Meclis-i idaresi nnmina, Reis.)

Actual size: 7"x10", color blue with a multicolored background for the inscriptions in pink green and

brown tints.

first of seven contracts made during the following three and
one half years. The first issues of the bank notes were secured
by gold deposits in the Berlin and Vienna banks for a value
equal to the paper money issued. For the subsequent issues
the council of the O.P.D.A. were responsible for the covering
of German treasury bonds repayable at intervals over a period
of more than eleven years. After the War ended, the council
was unable to carry out its commitments in this regard when
Mustafa Kemal (Ataturk) collected revenues in the regions
under his control. In 1922 the O.P.D.A. set up offices in An-
kara, the new capital, and resolved the matter of the final pay-
ments of installments stipulated following the Treaty of
Lausanne, to be paid on May 25, 1954.

For one of the seven contracts mentioned, a Law date of 23
May AH1332 (corresponding to June 5, 1916) two low-value
bank notes of 1 and 2 1/2 piastres, Pick 25 and 26 were issued
in large quantities. Serial numbers prefixed by the letters A-T
are known for the piastre note and letters A-Z and a-j are to be
found on the 2 1/2 piastre notes. These have six digit figures,
and the notes are not printed on water-marked paper. They
were intended to offset the chronic shortage of small change.

To cover the issue of these two types of bank notes, a large
format "hank transfer" note with the denomination of 50,000
Turkish lira (TL) was issued, backed by gold, to the O.P.D.A.
in August. Sixteen of these valued at 800,000 TL were depos-

ited with the Imperial Ottoman Bank, and another five were
issued to be cover for the gold and silver coinage withdrawn
from circulation. In all, the total amount to be repaid by the
O.P.D.A. amounted to 1,050,000 TI, in gold, in equal amounts,
over a five year period, at the end of which, the notes (dated 6
Agustos AH1332/19 August 1916) would be withdrawn from
circulation. The period was to commence two years after the
agreement.

It is of interest to note that this large denomination bank
note is listed as Pick 42 and is known only from specimen-
canceled notes, such as the one with the serial No. 28, first
published in the Turkish journal BORSA REHBERI (1928) re-
printed by Dr. Erol; another, No. 23, is illustrated by Caglar,
which happens to have the signature of Talat on the face and
Huseyin Cahid on the back. Another without signatures, No.
30, known from the Mint Museum in Istanbul, is described
here. One other specimen without signatures numbered "00"
is unsigned also.

It may be recalled that at the commencement of World War
1 the Turkish lira in gold was valued at $4.40 (U S). The Otto-
man paper money issued during the war quickly declined in
value and circulated substantially below par against the gold
lira. Consequently, the U.S. gold dollar equivalent of the 50,000

(Continued on page 227)
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TWEDTED 8 CHAQTEQ _L-v113EQ MBTAKE

The 8 in the right hand overprinted charter number on this Laramie, Wyoming, note is inverted.

A close look at the overprinted charter number on the
right hand side of the national bank note shown here
reveals that the numeral 8 is inverted. Notice that the

small loop is on the bottom!
The overprinted charter numbers were printed from mov-

able type so this was inevitable. This mistake probably hap-
pened several times over the years because the difference
between an inverted 8 and upright 8 is not that obvious. How-
ever, I don't recall seeing one before.

This mistake only affected the B $10 position on one 10-10-
10-20 Series of 1902 blue seal, plain back printing for The
First National Bank of Laramie, Wyoming (4989). This note
came from a printing of 588 sheets for the bank totaling
$29,400, which was delivered by the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing to the Comptroller of the Currency on January 20,
1927. The sheet serial numbers in the group ranged between
12608 and 13195. The first of these was sent to the bank on
March 29, 1927; the last on November 9, 1927. Sheet 12623
containing this note was sent to the bank on April 6, 1927, as
part of a $1,100 shipment to offset redemptions of worn notes.

4999
Notice that the upper loop in the
8 is larger than the lower loop.

THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

The April 6 shipment included sheets 12611 through 12632.
No other notes have been reported from this group of sheets
to date.

The upper and lower loops in the 8s in the charter numbers
on most national bank notes from most series are the same so
there is no top or bottom to them. However, the 8s in some of
the character sets were like those used on this Laramie note so
placing them in the press correctly gained importance. ■

MacKenzie (continued from page 226)

TL bank note at the end of 1916, when one gold lira was ex-
changed for 1.75 TL in paper money, would have been equiva-
lent to $125,000 (U.S.) in gold. Thus, this bank note is one of
the highest ever issued in actual value. (Two £1,000,000 and
eleven £500,000 British notes, various dates to 1812, have
survived. These notes were used for internal transactions, The
Bank of England Note, A.D. McKenzie, p. 126.)

The face and back of bank note No. 30 is illustrated here,
together with a transliteration and translation of the legends.
This specimen note has been canceled with circular and trian-
gular perforations.

(Today, 80 years later, $1 (U.S.) is equivalent to about 94,000
TL from the Republic of Turkey!)
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